Abstract—The root causes of many security vulnerabilities include a pernicious combination of two problems, often regarded as inescapable aspects of computing. First, the protection mechanisms provided by the mainstream processor architecture and C/C++ language abstractions, dating back to the 1970s and before, provide only coarse-grain virtual-memory-based protection. Second, mainstream system engineering relies almost exclusively on test-and-debug methods, with (at best) prose specifications. These methods have historically sufficed commercially for much of the computer industry, but they fail to prevent large numbers of exploitable bugs, and the security problems that this causes are becoming ever more acute.

In this paper we show how more rigorous engineering methods can be applied to the development of a new security-enhanced processor architecture, with its accompanying hardware implementation and software stack. We use formal models of the complete instruction-set architecture (ISA) at the heart of the design and engineering process, both in lightweight ways that support and improve normal engineering practice – as documentation, in emulators used as a test oracle for hardware and for running software, and for test generation – and for formal verification. We formalise key intended security properties of the design, and establish that these hold with mechanised proof. This is for the same complete ISA models (complete enough to boot operating systems), without idealisation.

We do this for CHERI, an architecture with hardware capabilities that supports fine-grained memory protection and scalable secure compartmentalisation, while offering a smooth adoption path for existing software. CHERI is a maturing research architecture, developed since 2010, with work now underway to explore its possible adoption in mass-market commercial processors. The rigorous engineering work described here has been an integral part of its development to date, enabling more rapid and confident experimentation, and boosting confidence in the design.

I. INTRODUCTION

Despite decades of research, memory safety bugs are still responsible for many security vulnerabilities [1]. Microsoft estimates that 70% of the vulnerabilities they have patched between 2006 and 2018 are caused by memory safety issues [2], MITRE considers classic buffer overflows as the third most dangerous software error [3], and high-profile memory-safety bugs such as Heartbleed [4] have become common in recent years.

There are two fundamental problems here. First, mainstream hardware architectures and C/C++ language abstractions provide only coarse-grained memory protection, via the memory management unit (MMU). This is hard to change: introducing fine-grained memory protection in software, e.g. with software bounds-checking, is often too inefficient, while the mass of legacy C/C++ code makes it infeasible to migrate everything to a type-safe language, or to radically change hardware architectures.

Second, mainstream systems are typically developed using test-and-debug engineering methods. While this often suffices to build systems that are sufficiently functionally correct under normal use, it fails to build secure systems: it is easy to miss a small mistake that manifests itself only in a corner case, but attackers will actively try to find these, and one small bug can compromise the entire system.

CHERI is an ongoing research project that addresses the first problem with hardware support for fine-grained memory protection and scalable software compartmentalisation, aiming to provide practically deployable performance and compatibility [5], [6], [7]. CHERI achieves this by extending commodity architectures with new security mechanisms, and adapting a conventional software stack to make use of these.

This paper addresses the second problem: we show how more rigorous engineering methods can be used to improve assurance and complement traditional methods, using the CHERI project as a whole as a testbench for this. These include both lightweight methods – formal specification and testing methods that provide engineering and assurance benefits for hardware and software engineering without the challenges of full formal verification – and more heavyweight machine-checked proof, establishing very high confidence that the architecture design provides specific security properties.

A. The CHERI context

The CHERI design is based on two principles. The principle of least privilege [8] says that each part of a program should run only with the permissions it needs to function. For example, a conventional C/C++ program implicitly uses permission to its entire memory region for accesses via a pointer, making
it vulnerable to buffer overflows, but in CHERI it can be limited to the permission to access the pointed-to object. On a larger scale, the JavaScript execution engine of a browser does not need access to the encryption keys used in SSL connections, so by restricting its permissions one can ensure that even a compromised JavaScript engine cannot access these keys. The principle of intentional use states that when a program performs an action, it should explicitly state which permissions it uses to authorise that action. This helps avoid the confused deputy problem [9]. For example, an operating system (OS) may need to hold permission to access the entirety of a user process (e.g. for paging), but when that process makes a read() system call, passing a pointer to a user-space buffer, CHERI makes it possible for the relevant OS code to use the more restricted permission to just that buffer. The CHERI design involves no lookup or searching for permissions, which is important both to embody this principle and for performance.

These principles are realised in CHERI with hardware capabilities: to access memory, one needs to possess a capability that authorises that access. A capability augments the usual virtual address of a language-level pointer with bounds that specify the memory region it relates to, and with permission bits that specify what kind of actions it can authorise. To distinguish capabilities from data, CHERI uses tagged memory. Valid capabilities have their tag set, and if they are overwritten with a non-capability, their tag is cleared, rendering them safely unusable. CHERI introduces new instructions that can manipulate a capability without clearing its tag: to change its virtual address, shrink its bounds, decrease its permissions, or copy it. It is crucial to the design that no instruction can grow the bounds of a capability, or add permissions. To enable software compartmentalisation, CHERI provides additional mechanisms for mutually untrusting compartments to communicate.

The CHERI design has been elaborated initially as CHERI-MIPS, extending 64-bit MIPS [10] with capabilities. Our CHERI-MIPS architecture definition, including the description of the programmer-visible machine state and instruction behaviour that make up the instruction-set architecture (ISA), is the central design artefact [6]. As usual for a processor architecture, it defines the hardware/software interface: the envelope of programmer-visible allowed behaviour of CHERI hardware implementations (that software must be programmed above), but without any hardware-implementation (microarchitectural) specifics, e.g. of pipelines, cache hierarchies, etc. Then there is a Bluespec [11] FPGA hardware implementation of the architecture, and a software stack above it, adapting LLVM [12] and FreeBSD [13] to CHERI-MIPS. All this has involved extensive work on the interaction between the capability system and systems aspects of memory management (static and dynamic linking, process creation, context switching, page swapping and signal delivery) [14]; on the overhead of compiling pointers to capabilities [5], [15]; on compartmentalisation of legacy software [16]; and on the performance overhead of tagged memory [17] and protection-domain switches [18]. The underlying ideas are portable, not MIPS-specific, and work is underway on experimental RISC-V and ARM versions.

B. The problems with traditional engineering methods

CHERI-MIPS was initially developed using the traditional engineering methods mentioned above: the security properties that the architecture is intended to enforce were described in prose; the architecture was described in prose and pseudocode; and the hardware implementation of the architecture was validated with hand-written tests. This led to the following problems, often accepted as inescapable aspects of normal practice.

First, the prose and pseudocode architecture description was not executable as a test oracle, to check the hardware implementation behaviour against, or as an emulator, to run software above. Hardware validation tests therefore required manual curation of their intended outcomes, so tests could not be automatically generated, and it was not possible to rerun software tests after changes in the architecture until the hardware implementation was updated.

Second, while the designers had strong intuitions about the security properties the architecture should provide, their prose statements were inevitably less precise than they could be, and omitted crucial details. This led to unnecessary confusion in internal discussions of (for example) the concepts of capability provenance and monotonicity, central to the design, and made it harder to explain these to others.

Third, it was very difficult to assess whether the architecture actually provided these intended security properties. Architecture descriptions are large and complex, from 100s to 1000s of pages, and security properties can depend on much or all of this. For example, in CHERI-MIPS, a mis-specification of the interaction between user and system modes, exceptions, address translation, or any of the 180-odd instructions could potentially break its security protection. At the same time, CHERI’s correctness is crucially important: its security protection will come under direct attack, and one mistake could be enough to cancel out all the protection that CHERI offers. Moreover, if the architecture specification is flawed, containing some security vulnerability, then any conforming hardware implementation will inherit that vulnerability.

C. Contributions

We address these problems with three contributions.

1) Lightweight rigorous engineering (§III): We show that prose-and-pseudocode ISA descriptions can be replaced in the architecture design process with rigorous definitions, which are at once clearly readable, executable as test oracles, and support automatic test generation. Importantly, developing such formal definitions for CHERI-MIPS did not require any formal background, so the researchers and engineers who would otherwise write a prose/pseudocode architecture document could write and own them. As is familiar from other uses of formal specification, this low-cost activity already brought several benefits, even before any proof work was undertaken.

...
2) Stating architectural security properties (§IV): We show how the intended security properties of the architecture can be precisely and formally stated, in terms of the above rigorous definitions of instruction behaviour. Furthermore, we express these properties in relatively simple terms, using basic operations over sets and quantified formulas, so understanding them does not require extensive formal background. This makes it possible to unambiguously communicate the guarantees that CHERI-MIPS offers to the relevant audiences: to software users of the architecture, so they understand the limits of its protection; to hardware engineers, so their implementations do not accidentally break said guarantees; and among the authors of the architecture themselves, so they can ensure that the guarantees are as intended.

The properties we define for CHERI-MIPS (1) capture the memory access intentions of the instructions, (2) capture a reachable-capability monotonicity property, that arbitrary code, if given some initial permissions, cannot increase those during its execution (up to the point of any domain transition); (3) capture the property that arbitrary code, if not initially given permission to access particular system registers and memory regions, leaves them invariant as that code is executed; and (4) capture the guarantees one has (and the required assumptions) when executing an untrusted subprogram within a controlled isolation boundary.

3) Formal proofs of security properties (§V): Finally, we show how to mathematically prove these security properties, with machine-checked proof, in a way that is scalable to the entire ISA and that can be integrated in the ISA design process. This gives a level of confidence that is not achievable with testing alone.

Fig. 1 illustrates the main artifacts of the CHERI engineering process. We have done this for CHERI-MIPS, but the same problems exist for other security architecture features, e.g. Intel SGX and ARM TrustZone, and we believe similar solutions could be applied. CHERI started off with a hardware/software co-design approach, which is already unusual but is necessary for improving security at the architectural interface. Here we show the benefits of a three-way hardware/software/formal-semantics co-design approach.

D. Non-goals and Limitations

Our focus here is on the definition and proof of specific security properties of the CHERI processor architecture: the specification of the hardware/software interface. This is an essential step in increasing confidence in CHERI-MIPS, but we have not, of course, proved that CHERI as a whole “is secure” (which is not even precisely statable). Our work has helped validate the CHERI-MIPS hardware implementation, but it does not prove the hardware implementation correct with respect to the architecture, or prove correctness or security properties of system software above the architecture (though it is a necessary precondition for any such proofs). Our security properties only address behaviour that is visible at the architectural abstraction. As usual, this abstracts from timing behaviour and power consumption, so our properties cannot talk about possible side-channel information flow via these. How to manage side channels remains an open research area, but the isolation properties that we establish are certainly necessary, even if not sufficient, for whole-system security. There is ongoing non-formal work exploring side-channels w.r.t. CHERI [19]. Moreover, the architecture is an intentionally loose specification, to admit implementation variation, and therefore our properties also cannot talk about architecturally visible information flow: a (compromised or adversarial) hardware implementation could leak information while conforming to the architecture by exploiting this looseness. Our properties do exclude architecturally visible capability flow, which is likewise necessary, even if not sufficient, for whole-system security. Finally, the formal semantics only covers the uniprocessor case.

II. Background: CHERI

CHERI aims to prevent or mitigate many security vulnerabilities. It does so by extending commodity instruction-set architectures with a capability system, enabling fine-grained memory protection and scalable software compartmentalisation, while offering a practical gradual adoption path for existing software. In this section we explain the main aspects of the CHERI capability system, with two examples. CHERI also supports a range of other use-cases with additional features that we cannot explain here; for details of those see [6].

A. Fine-grained memory protection

As highlighted at the start, many security vulnerabilities involve memory safety violations arising from coding errors in unsafe languages. The CHERI hardware extensions make it possible to implement unsafe languages, notably C and C++, in ways that enforce spatial memory safety – thus preventing or mitigating many vulnerabilities – while aiming to keep performance and code-porting costs acceptable.
For example, consider the C program on the left of Fig. 2. This declares a `secret_key`, but the programmer does not intend that the `main()` function access that, let alone leak it. However, a coding error introduced code that creates a pointer `p` to another global, `x`, increments `p`, and dereferences it with `*p`. In ISO C this program has undefined behaviour, because the `*p` access is to a location outside the `x` allocation, meaning that conventional C implementations can assume that programs do not contain such accesses (implementations are not required to trap or otherwise detect the error). In practice, however, the machine representation of a pointer is typically just an integer address, and a conventional implementation will typically output whatever is next to `x` in the memory layout, which here can be, and often is, `secret_key`. The middle of Fig. 2 illustrates such execution, with `x` allocated at 0x14 and `secret_key` at 0x18. After the increment, the value of `p` is just 0x18; a conventional C compiler will generate a simple machine load instruction for the read `*p`, and a conventional processor implementation will simply load from that address – turning that coding error into a security leak.

In CHERI, however, one can compile C or C++ source to represent pointer values with capabilities instead of integer addresses, as shown on the right of Fig. 2. On a 64-bit CHERI architecture, the value of `p` is a 256-bit or 128-bit capability that includes not just a virtual address but also identifies the `base`, `length`, and `permissions` of the memory region that the capability is allowed to access – here that of the original `x` allocation. A compression scheme [15] can keep these and other data within a 128-bit representation, exploiting the redundancy from allocation alignment, though the proofs later in this paper are about the earlier uncompressed 256-bit version. C pointer arithmetic is compiled to instructions that change capability virtual addresses, leaving their allowed memory regions unchanged. All this means the hardware can do an efficient access-time check, at the `*p` dereference, that the access is within that region, and deterministically trap otherwise. So far, this is similar to software fat-pointer designs [20], [21], [22], but CHERI capabilities are protected from accidental or malicious modification: an additional `tag` bit, one per capability-sized and aligned 128-bit region of memory, keeps track of whether that memory holds a valid capability. The hardware preserves the tag if valid capability instructions are used, but clears it otherwise (e.g., if individual bytes are written); tags are not independently addressable; and the ISA is designed so that no instruction can increase the access rights of a capability. The hardware provides a universal capability at start-up, and the OS, linker, compiler-generated code, and language runtime allocators gradually construct appropriately smaller capabilities; in this example, the linker constructs precise capabilities for the globals. Capabilities are also used to protect non-source pointers, including code pointers such as PC values and return addresses.

This example illustrates the principles of least privilege and intentional use: the program as a whole has the permission to load the secret key, but it was not the programmer’s intention to do this when dereferencing `p`. In CHERI this intention is preserved and the capability which is the value of `p` has the least privilege required to access `x`, so it is impossible to load the key through that memory access.

Porting legacy software to CHERI is eased by the fact that source changes are needed only in rare cases, e.g. where code manipulates the representation bytes of pointers explicitly. This example requires none, just a re-compile. In other work we have ported FreeBSD user-space to CHERI and analysed the changes required [14], [23]; we have also ported other software, including WebKit. Porting does involve an ABI change, as pointer sizes change, but one can also compile in a hybrid mode, with only selected pointers represented with capabilities, or encapsulate legacy code compiled in the normal way by running it with default data and code capabilities.

The above provides spatial but not temporal memory safety, but the fact that CHERI pointers and integers can be reliably distinguished creates new possibilities for temporal enforcement, currently being investigated.

**B. Software compartmentalisation**

At a larger granularity, and especially when running untrusted binaries, or code for which the porting or performance costs of CHERI C (modest though they are) are not acceptable, software compartmentalisation can help to make a system more robust against attacks by mitigating the effects of successful exploits. Conventional systems do this with operating system processes and hypervisor virtual machines, using hardware memory-management-unit (MMU) protection, managed by trusted OS or hypervisor code, to enforce memory isolation (or confinement) between arbitrary
untrusted binaries. However, MMU protection scales poorly with larger numbers of compartments and operates only at page granularity, limiting its applicability.

CHERI supports scalable compartmentalisation by extending the core capability system described above with additional mechanisms for controlled communication between mutually untrusting compartments. Memory isolation is achieved with the same mechanism as above: if a compartment does not possess (and is not passed) a capability with permission to access a region of memory, CHERI guarantees that it cannot access that region. Controlled communication between compartments is achieved with sealed capabilities. A capability can be sealed with an object type (currently an 18-bit field within the compressed capability). A sealed capability has temporarily lost all authority for memory accesses; it can only be passed around, unsealed (with permission), or invoked with a CCall instruction. This takes two capabilities, one for code and one for data, which must both be sealed and have the same object type. It supports two kinds of secure domain transition: one via an exception to a trusted handler (which might manage a trusted stack), and the other a direct jump to the address of the sealed code capability, that also atomically unseals the sealed data capability.

For example, one compartment $A$ might give a mutually untrusted compartment $B$ a sealed code capability to a particular entry point within $A$, and a sealed data capability to the local data of $A$, both sealed with some particular object type $o$. Since these are sealed, $B$ cannot use them to directly access the code or data of $A$, but it can CCall them to invoke that specific entry point. If it does so, $A$ is back in control, and can again access its local data using the now-unsealed data capability. $B$ might also have passed in a capability to a specific sub-region of its own local data, to let $A$ operate on it. The sealing and unsealing of capabilities is itself capability-controlled; for the above to be secure it is essential that $B$ is set up without the capability to unseal object type $o$.

In some compartmentalisation scenarios one trusts compartments to not leak their own capabilities, but in others one wants to prevent (malicious or compromised) compartments from cooperating. To support that, CHERI defines separate permissions for storing/loading data and for storing/loading capabilities. For example, to allow two compartments to communicate plain data while preventing them from exchanging their capabilities, one could give them authority to load and store data (only) to a shared region. Additionally, CHERI has a mechanism to allow some capabilities to be shared but not others: capabilities can be flagged as local (as opposed to global). To store local capabilities one needs an additional permission. By setting up compartments with just the authority to read capabilities, and to store global capabilities to a shared region, they cannot exchange their local capabilities.

These mechanisms can be used for secure encapsulation at various scales, from protection of individual C++ objects that call each other’s methods, to vulnerability-prone compression or media code libraries, to whole processes within the same address space, protected from each other using CHERI alone rather than with MMU protection.

III. Lightweight Rigorous Engineering

Formal specifications, in security and elsewhere, are often introduced solely to support mechanised proofs, and the skills and techniques this needs often makes formal specification divorced from normal engineering practice. For example, much (though not all) of the large literature on security protocol verification only addresses abstract models of protocols, disconnected from their actual implementations, and its techniques are often not accessible to the engineers who code those.

In contrast, in bringing rigorous techniques to bear on the CHERI secure architecture design, an important goal was to support the security, architecture, and operating systems researchers and developers involved, who are not theorem-prover experts, by fitting in with and complementing their normal engineering practice – while simultaneously enabling formal statement and proof of security properties of their actual architecture design, not just some idealised model thereof.

We aimed to improve their engineering practice in multiple lightweight ways, with immediate benefits long before the formal proof was complete.

Industrial processor architecture specifications, including AMD64, IBM POWER, Intel 64, MIPS, RISC-V, and SPARC, usually define their envelopes of programmer-visible allowed behaviour with documents containing a mix of prose and pseudocode [24], [25], [26], [27], [28]. These are typically multi-thousand-page books containing masses of detail, about instruction behaviour, encodings, address translation, interrupts, etc. They are not computational artefacts, so vendors typically also develop internal "golden" reference models to use as oracles for hardware testing, often in conventional programming languages such as C++. Arm, exceptionally, have recently transitioned to a machine-processed pseudocode, so what is in their manual can actually be tested against [29].

A reference model could be written in almost any language, but a rigorous architecture specification should be clear enough to also use as readable documentation of instruction behaviour. For this, it is desirable to use as simple a language as possible, close in appearance to the imperative pseudocode common in industrial architectures, with intentionally limited expressiveness compared to general-purpose languages such as C or C++. Many such Instruction Definition Languages (IDLs) have been developed [30]. Then, for use in testing, it has to be possible to execute the definitions efficiently enough, and to support proof, the IDL must have a straightforward semantics that can be mapped directly into the input languages of theorem provers.

For CHERI, we started off in 2011 with traditional pseudocode descriptions, together with experimental formal modelling (unpublished) of key instructions in PVS [31]. In 2014, starting the work reported on in this paper, we began work on complete formal models in the L3 [32] IDL, and more recently in Sail [33], partly developed with CHERI in mind.

L3 and Sail are both strongly typed, first-order imperative language that aim to be accessible to engineers without a
formal background. To illustrate this, Fig. 3 shows the L3 specification of the CHERI-MIPS CLB rd, rt, offset(cb) instruction, to load a byte via the capability in register cb. This takes a capability from cb, calculates an effective address (Line 15) by summing its virtual address, the value in register rt, and the sign-extended offset, uses that to load a byte from memory (Line 29), and writes the appropriate value (possibly rt by summing its virtual address, the value in register takes a capability from cb and Sail versions are each around 7k lines of specification.

A. Using the models as design documents

Our first lightweight use of these rigorous models is as improved design documentation. L3 and Sail parse and type-check their input, immediately catching errors that are easy to make in non-mechanised pseudocode specifications, and they allow no ambiguity. For example, Fig. 3 makes clear exactly what checks are done, which exceptions will be flagged if they fail, and the priority among these. The Sail specifications of each instruction are now (2019) included verbatim in the CHERI architecture document [6], replacing earlier informal pseudocode that had to be maintained separately.

B. Using the models as oracles for hardware testing

The second lightweight use is as oracles for testing our Bluespec FPGA hardware implementations of CHERI processors against. L3 and Sail both automatically generate emulators from ISA models, variously in SML, OCaml, and C. For CHERI-MIPS these run at 300–400 KIPS, which is fast enough to boot FreeBSD in around four minutes, and to run many hardware tests. Being able to automatically re-run such tests against the architecture specification in a continuous integration environment has been invaluable, as both the architecture and the hardware implementations have been developed in parallel.

The simplicity of the L3 and Sail IDLs enabled Computer Architecture and Security researchers to directly edit and own the CHERI models, and to automatically see the benefits in the continuous integration setup. In turn, this assisted in updating the other artifacts in the project (FPGA implementation, software unit tests, etc.), which ultimately led to the adoption of this approach by the whole research team.

Furthermore, executable specifications make it easier to experiment with design alternatives, as one can compute their behaviours without needing micro-architectural implementations. For example, early exploration of compression schemes for CHERI capabilities and their potential architectural impacts were explored in the CHERI L3 model. We also extended the models with some microarchitectural details, such as a cache hierarchy, to rapidly explore potential uses of CHERI capabilities within the memory subsystem. This is also an appealing feature to a Computer Architecture researcher.

We also wrote a traditional QEMU [34] CHERI emulator, by hand. This was useful, with 100x the speed of the L3 model, and support for many devices, but it was in C, in a not particularly readable style, and was quite error prone.

The L3 model and the original prose ISA specification do have some intentional subtle differences, to ease comparison of hardware-implementation and L3 model traces in a few cases where the former is non-deterministic. For example, the TLBWR instruction architecturally writes a random TLB entry, but our hardware implementation writes a certain entry based on a counter, and the L3 model follows that.

C. Using the models for software bring-up

Being a whole-system project, CHERI involves extensive hardware and software work by different sub-teams. This
means that when something goes wrong, it may not be clear whether the hardware is failing to meet the spec, or the software is making an invalid assumption. A big benefit of the architecture specification being executable is that it can help answer this question. For example, when first bringing up multicore CHERI on FPGA, FreeBSD was getting stuck late in boot. It seemed most likely that this was a hardware issue in the new cache coherency mechanism, but we could use our recently-developed L3 model to reproduce the problem, suggesting a software issue. After exploring the trace, we identified a kernel bug in which the programmable interrupt controller was being mapped to an incorrect address, preventing inter-processor interrupts. Simply narrowing down the source of the problem saved many futile hours of painful hardware debugging. We now routinely bring up new software, e.g. CHERI compiler support, above the formal models.

D. Using the models for test generation

Our initial hardware development relied on a manually (and painfully) written test suite. With authoritative formal models, it is no longer necessary to manually specify the intended outcomes of tests, as one can simply compare hardware vs model running arbitrary code, so it becomes possible to auto-generate tests. To generate random sequences of instructions that achieve good coverage in the presence of a large number of security tests in the capability instructions, it was important to control which instructions could generate a processor exception and why. We used a combination of symbolic execution of the L3 specification and automatic constraint solving [35] to find an initial processor state where only the chosen instruction would fault. A few thousand tests generated in this way were sufficient to cover almost all of the instruction behaviour in the specification. These revealed discrepancies between the L3, the hardware, and the QEMU simulator, including bugs in the modelling and simulation of delay slots and exceptions (one in the upstream QEMU MIPS), and a security-relevant bug in the hardware. This automatic technique was easily adapted to changes as the ISA was developed.

IV. STATING ARCHITECTURAL SECURITY PROPERTIES

Formal security properties have two main benefits over prose properties. First, prose properties are prone to ambiguities, which may lead to security vulnerabilities if users, designers, and implementers misunderstand each other. Formalisation helps by forcing one to identify and resolve these ambiguities. Second, it is hard to establish that prose properties actually hold, as they are not susceptible to either experimental validation (by testing or model-checking) or mathematical proof. It is possible to formally state properties about L3 or Sail specifications because these can be automatically exported to theorem prover definitions: variously Isabelle/HOL [36], HOL4 [37] and/or Coq [38].

To illustrate the first benefit, we identify ambiguities in the prose definition of a fundamental property of CHERI’s capability system, namely capability monotonicity. The prose documentation defines this as the property that “new capabilities must be derived from existing capabilities only via valid manipulations that may narrow (but never broaden) rights ascribed to the original capability” [39, §2.3.4]. But what constitutes broadening the rights of a capability? Broadening its bounds and increasing its permissions are given as examples, but does unsealing a capability also broaden its rights? This is left unclear. Furthermore, the documentation states that “controlled violation of monotonicity can be achieved via the exception delivery mechanism […] and also by the CCall instruction”, without specifying what “controlled violation” means. It continues with “monotonicity allows reasoning about the set of reachable rights for executing code, as they are limited to the rights in any capability registers, and inductively, the set of any rights reachable from those capabilities”. This property describes an upper bound of the rights that (untrusted) code can use if we allow it to execute arbitrary instructions. This upper bound is defined as the rights that are transitivity reachable from the capabilities in the capability registers. However, the documentation does not define when a right is reachable from a capability, so one cannot know exactly what this upper bound is.

To illustrate the second benefit we discuss a security property that describes how CHERI’s capability system can be used to protect a reference monitor from untrusted code [39, §9.4]. The property describes the guarantees and the assumptions under which they hold in great detail, but originally the property was verified only by a high-level paper proof outline. During our work we discovered that the CHERI ISA does not satisfy the property, not because of a bug in the ISA, but because of a mistake in the definition of the security property: the property mistakenly states that after a domain transition to the reference monitor, the reference monitor does not have permission to its own memory anymore. While it would be easy to fix the mistake in the prose definition, it would remain difficult to validate whether the property would then be correct, and whether the CHERI ISA would satisfy it.

To show that it is possible to formally define and prove security properties over a production scale architecture, in the remainder of this section we formally define the following properties about CHERI, and formally prove (in Isabelle/HOL) that the CHERI ISA satisfies them in §V.

- We define an order over capabilities, capturing when the authority of one capability is contained in the authority of another capability (§IV-A). This order clarifies what “broadening the rights of a capability” should mean in the prose definition of capability monotonicity.
- We define an abstraction of CHERI-MIPS with abstract actions for each type of memory access and capability manipulation, capturing the intentions of CHERI-MIPS instructions by mapping them onto these actions (§IV-B). For each action, we state under what conditions it can be performed, and what effects it has. Amongst other things, this precisely states the effects of instructions that can broaden the rights of a capability, clarifying
what “controlled violation of capability monotonicity” should mean. It also states properties that have no prose counterparts in the CHERI documentation, but that are nonetheless crucial to the capability system.

- We characterise which capabilities a (potentially compromised) compartment could access or construct if it is allowed to execute arbitrary code, and we state related properties about which part of the memory and which registers the compartment can overwrite (§IV-C). This captures the “reachable rights for executing code”.

- Turning from properties about the capability system itself to use-cases thereof, we state what assumptions need to be satisfied in order to isolate a compartment from the rest of the program, and we state which guarantees CHERI-MIPS then offers (§IV-D). This property is inspired by the reference monitor example discussed above.

When formalising security properties one should consider which mathematical concepts to use to express them: more sophisticated mathematics can let one state properties closer to one’s intention, or more elegantly, but it can also make them less accessible. Here, we spell out properties in terms of concrete traces of the ISA model, for accessibility.

### A. Capability order

We define an order, $\leq$, over capabilities, capturing when the authority of a capability is contained in the authority of another capability. It is based on the following observations. The authorities of sealed and unsealed capabilities are incomparable even if they have the same bounds and permissions: the unsealed capability can authorise memory accesses but the sealed capability cannot, while the sealed capability can be invoked (with the right permissions) but the unsealed one cannot. We also observe that invalid capabilities have no authority; sealed capabilities are immutable while they stay sealed; unsealed capabilities can be restricted by shrinking their bounds or removing their permissions; and the virtual address of unsealed capabilities can be changed to any value without affecting the authority. This leads to the following definitions.

**Definition 1** (Order over capabilities). We say $\text{cap} \leq \text{cap'}$ if either $\text{cap}$ is invalid (Line 2 below), or $\text{cap}$ and $\text{cap'}$ are equal (Line 3), or both capabilities are valid and unsealed (Lines 4 and 5) and: the bounds of $\text{cap}$ is contained in the bounds of $\text{cap'}$ (Line 6), the permissions of $\text{cap}$ are less then or equal to those of $\text{cap'}$ (Line 7) and similarly for the user permissions (Line 8), their object types agree (Line 9), and their reserved bits agree (Line 10). Note that Lines 4–10 do not constrain the virtual addresses. As usual in Isabelle and in functional languages, we write function application just with juxtaposition, e.g. $\text{IsSealed} \text{cap}$ is just the $\text{IsSealed}$ function (returning a boolean) applied to $\text{cap}$.

```
1  cap \leq cap' is defined as
2  not Tag cap
3  or cap = cap'
4  or Tag cap and Tag cap'
5  and not IsSealed cap and not IsSealed cap'
6  and CapBounds cap \subseteq CapBounds cap'
7  and Perms cap \leq_{\text{bitwise}} Perms cap'
8  and UPerms cap \leq_{\text{bitwise}} UPerms cap'
9  and ObjectType cap = ObjectType cap'
10  and Reserved cap = Reserved cap'
```

This order is reflexive and transitive (a preorder). It is not antisymmetric: if $\text{cap}$ and $\text{cap'}$ are valid, unsealed, and differ only by their virtual addresses, we can have $\text{cap} \leq \text{cap'}$, $\text{cap'} \leq \text{cap}$, and $\text{cap} \neq \text{cap'}$. The preorder is also not total: if $\text{cap}$ and $\text{cap'}$ are respectively the sealed and unsealed version of the same capability, then $\text{cap} \not\leq \text{cap'}$ and $\text{cap'} \not\leq \text{cap}$.

### B. Capturing the intention of instructions

We now define properties about the effects of a single execution step, abstracting from the detailed behaviour of CHERI-MIPS instructions defined by the L3 (or Sail) model. Our first goal is to capture the principle of intentional use: for example, if the intention of the execution step is to load data using the authority of the capability in register 2, then our properties should forbid this execution step if that does not have enough authority, even if capabilities in other registers would be able to authorise the load. We capture the intentions of each instruction by mapping them onto abstract actions: we define an abstract action for each kind of memory access (loading data, storing data, loading capabilities, and storing capabilities), one for each kind of capability manipulation (restricting, sealing, unsealing, and invoking it), and one for hardware exceptions. Abstract actions contain some extra information, for example the register index of the capability that is used as authority (if applicable). By mapping the 180-odd CHERI-MIPS instructions onto these nine actions we abstract away from many details but retain the ability to define different security properties for different intentions.

Our second goal is that the properties defined in this subsection are strong enough to imply the properties in §IV-C and §IV-D. To achieve this we define invariants about address translation, kernel mode, and the exception-control ‘CP0’ registers, and properties that describe what happens when a certain abstract action is not intended, for example if the instruction does not intend to store anything to an address $a$, then the memory at $a$ should remain unchanged.

We first define the non-domain-crossing abstract actions.

- **LoadDataAction** has parameters $auth$, the register of the capability that is used as authority, $a$, the physical address of the data, and $l$, the length of the data that is loaded. **StoreDataAction** is the analogue for stores.
- **LoadCapAction** has parameters $auth$, the register of the capability that is used as authority, $a$, the physical address of the capability that is loaded, and $r$, the destination register. **StoreCapAction** is the analogue for storing
capabilities, except here \( r \) is the source register and \( a \) the physical address of the destination.

- **RestrictCapAction** has parameters \( r \), the source register, and \( r' \), the destination register where a restricted version of the source is copied to.
- **SealCapAction** has parameters \( auth \), the register of the capability that is used as authority, \( r \), the source register, and \( r' \), the destination register where a sealed version of the source is copied to. **UnsealCapAction** is the analogue for unsealing capabilities.

The following actions yield the execution to another domain:

- **RaiseException** has no parameters.
- **InvokeCapability** has parameters \( r \), the register of the code capability, and \( r' \), the register of the data capability that is invoked.

An instruction intention can either be a single action that yields the execution, or a set of actions that do not (e.g. for the CJALR “jump and link capability register” instruction, which manipulates two capabilities in one execution step):

- **SwitchDomain** has parameter \( a \), an action that yields the execution to another domain.
- **KeepDomain** has parameter **actions**, a set of actions that continue the execution in same domain.

Mapping instructions onto the abstraction is mostly straightforward. For example, the c5seat instruction executed with parameters \((cd, cs, ct)\) maps to

\[
\text{KeepDomain} \{\text{SealCapAction} \ ct \ cs \ cd\}.
\]

Instructions that access memory are less straightforward, as their parameters refer to virtual memory, while the parameters of abstract actions refer to physical memory. When mapping these instructions we therefore translate the addresses. Since CHERI-MIPS instructions only access memory from at most one page, these translated addresses form a contiguous region of physical memory. Furthermore, instructions that load capabilities map to both a **LoadCapAction** and a **LoadDataAction** because they can indirectly be used to load data (for example, by loading data into a capability register and inspecting the fields of the capability). Similarly, instructions that store capabilities map to a **StoreCapAction** and a **StoreDataAction**.

1) **Defining security properties for the abstraction:** For each abstract action we define a property that states the prerequisites and effects of that action. These are properties of an arbitrary CHERI-MIPS ISA semantics \( sem \), which we later prove hold of the actual semantics. The property about restricting capabilities is the simplest, requiring only that the resulting capability is less than or equal to the original:

**Property 2** (Restricting capabilities). An ISA semantics \( sem \) satisfies this property if Lines 2–6 below hold. Assume \( s \) is a valid machine state (Line 3). This is a technical assumption: the type \( state \) can express things that are not supported by CHERI-MIPS, e.g. little-endian mode, so we need to require that \( s \) does not. Then consider an execution step from state \( s \) to \( s' \) with the intention to keep the domain and perform a number of actions (Line 4) and assume that **RestrictCapAction** \( r r' \) is one of those (Line 5). The property then requires that the capability in the destination register \( r' \) in the resulting state \( s' \) is less than or equal (in the §IV-A order) to the capability in the source register \( r \) in the original state \( s \) (Line 6).

\[
1 \text{ RestrictCapProp } \text{sem is defined as} \\
2 \text{ for all } s s' \text{ actions } r r'. \\
3 \text{ if StateIsValid } s \\
4 \text{ and (KeepDomain actions, } s') \in \text{sem } s \\
5 \text{ and RestrictCapAction } r r' \in \text{actions} \\
6 \text{ then CapReg } s' r' \leq \text{CapReg } s r
\]

The next property states that to store data one needs a valid, unsealed capability with the **PermitStore** permission, and the physical addresses stored to should correspond to virtual addresses that lie within the bounds of the capability:

**Property 3** (Storing data). A semantics \( sem \) satisfies this property if the following holds. Assume \( s \) is a valid state (Line 3), consider an execution step from state \( s \) to \( s' \) with the intention to keep the domain and perform a number of actions (Line 4), and assume that **StoreDataAction** \( auth a ln \) is one of those (Line 5). The property then requires the capability used as authority has a tag (Line 6), is unsealed (Line 7), and has **PermitStore** permission (Line 8); and that the length \( ln \) of the stored segment is non-zero (Line 9); that the addresses of the segment are all translations of virtual addresses that the capability has authority to (Line 10); and that the tag at address \( a \) has been stripped, or the capability at that address remained unchanged (Line 13). The latter case allows the action to behave as a no-op, relevant e.g. for stores to UART devices.

\[
1 \text{ StoreDataProp } \text{sem is defined as} \\
2 \text{ for all } s s' \text{ actions } auth a ln. \\
3 \text{ if StateIsValid } s \\
4 \text{ and (KeepDomain actions, } s') \in \text{sem } s \\
5 \text{ and StoreDataAction } auth a ln \in \text{actions} \\
6 \text{ then Tag } (\text{CapReg } s auth) \\
7 \text{ and not IsSealed (CapReg } s auth) \\
8 \text{ and PermitStore (CapReg } s auth) \\
9 \text{ and ln } \neq 0 \\
10 \text{ andMemSegment } a ln \\
11 \subseteq \text{TranslateAddresses (CapBounds (CapReg } s auth)) \\
12 \text{ Store } s \\
13 \text{ and not Tag (MemCap } s' (\text{GetCapAddress } a)) \\
14 \text{ or MemCap } s' (\text{GetCapAddress } a) = \text{MemCap } s (\text{GetCapAddress } a)
\]

For the other abstract actions we also define a property that describes the necessary authority and the effects of the action, and we define two security properties that are not directly linked to performing a specific action, but that are linked to the execute and access-system-register permissions. For lack of space we define them in the appendix.

2) **Defining invariants of the execution step:** There are two invariants capturing what happens if certain abstract actions are not performed. The first requires that if no action specifies that anything was stored to address \( a \), then the memory at \( a \)
remains unchanged. The second requires that if no action has capability register \( r \) as its destination register, the capability at \( r \) remains unchanged. Their formal definitions are given in the appendix. Then there are invariants that require that the address translation function, the kernel mode flag, and the CP0-access flag remain unchanged during execution steps that do not raise an exception and that start in user mode.

3) **Defining capability derivations**: The CHERI documentation describes informal properties about capability derivations. For example, capability provenance states that valid capabilities can only be “derived from” other valid capabilities [39, §2.3.1], and capability monotonicity states that new capabilities must be “derived from” existing capabilities via manipulations that do not broaden the rights of the capability. But what “derive” precisely means is not defined.

We can now precisely define what derivations are, in terms of the abstract actions an instruction maps to. For example, if an instruction maps to \( \text{RestrictCapAction} \ r \ r' \), we say the capability in register \( r' \) in the resulting state is derived from the capability in \( r \) in the original state. Capability provenance can then be formalised by stating that the derived capability can only be valid if the capability it is derived from is valid, and capability monotonicity can be formalised by stating that for all actions except \( \text{SealCapAction}, \text{UnsealCapAction}, \text{InvokeCapability}, \text{and RaiseException} \) the derived capability is less than or equal to the capability it is derived from.

Capability provenance and monotonicity capture properties about derivations that should certainly hold and that help explain the capability system. Nevertheless, in our proofs we did not find them useful as independent properties; whenever we needed to relate a derived capability to the original capability, we also needed to know that the capability that authorised the derivation had enough authority and, in the case of non-monotonic derivations, what the resulting capability could be, which is not captured by these. In other words, the proof forced us to identify more fundamental properties about the design.

C. Characterising reachable capabilities

We now characterise which capabilities a (potentially untrusted) compartment can access or construct if it is allowed to execute arbitrary code. This is a fundamental property for compartmentalisation, as it allows reasoning about which memory or system registers the compartment can access, whether it can delegate its own capabilities to other compartments, and which addresses in other compartments it can jump to. CHERI supports many compartmentalisation scenarios, for example compartments that can communicate via a region of shared memory, or that can only communicate via another compartment, or that share the same code but work on isolated data, or have isolated code but share their data. Much of what compartmentalisation means is common to all these.

Our definition of reachable capabilities depends on the capabilities in the current state. The definition is inductive because reaching a capability can make other capabilities reachable. For example, a capability in a register might authorise loading another capability from memory, and that capability might be able to authorise unsealing a capability, etc.

**Definition 4.** The set of reachable capabilities in a state \( s \) are inductively defined by the following rules.

- The base case: if a register \( r \) is always accessible (either a normal register, or the special registers DDC or TLSC) and the capability \( cap \) in that register is valid, then \( cap \) is reachable.
- If \( cap \) is a reachable, unsealed capability with the \( Permit-AccessSystemRegisters \) permission, \( r \) is a special register, and the capability \( cap' \) in that register is valid, then \( cap' \) is reachable.
- If \( cap \) is a reachable, unsealed capability with the \( Permit-LoadCapability \) permission, \( a \) is a physical address that is a translation of a virtual address within the bounds of \( cap \), and the capability \( cap' \) at address \( a \) is valid, then \( cap' \) is reachable.
- If \( cap \) is a reachable capability, and \( cap' \) is a valid capability less than or equal to \( cap \), then \( cap' \) is reachable.
- If \( cap \) is a reachable, unsealed capability, and \( sealer \) is a reachable, unsealed capability with the \( PermitSeal \) permission, and the object type \( t \) lies within its bounds, then the capability that is the result of sealing \( cap \) with object type \( t \) is reachable.
- If \( cap \) is a reachable, sealed capability, and \( unsealer \) is a reachable, unsealed capability with the \( PermitUnseal \) permission, and the object type of \( cap \) lies within its bounds, then the capability that is the result of unsealing \( cap \) is reachable.

The property that justifies the name “reachable capabilities” says that, until the execution is yielded to another domain, the set of reachable capabilities is monotonic. To avoid confusion with capability monotonicity (above), we call that property \( \text{intra-instruction capability monotonicity} \) and the property we define here \( \text{reachable capability monotonicity} \):

**Property 5** (Reachable capability monotonicity). An ISA semantics \( sem \) satisfies this if the following holds. Assume \( s \) is a valid state, with no CP0 access and not in kernel mode. Consider an execution trace from \( s \) to \( s' \) and assume it is intra-domain (no instruction in the trace yields the execution to another domain). Then the property requires that the capabilities reachable in \( s' \) were already reachable in \( s \).

```
1 MonotonicityReachableCaps \( sem \) is defined as
2 for all \( s \) \( s' \) trace.
3 if \( s' \in \text{FutureStates} \) \( sem \) \( s \) trace
4 and IntraDomainTrace \( trace \)
5 and not AccessToCU0 \( s \)
6 and not KernelMode \( s \)
7 and StateIsValid \( s \)
8 then ReachableCaps \( s' \subseteq \text{ReachableCaps} \ s \)
```

From reachable capability monotonicity we can derive properties about which memory a compartment can overwrite:
Property 6 (Intra-domain memory invariant). If each reachable capability in \( s \) either does not have the \( \text{PermitStore} \) and \( \text{PermitStoreCapability} \) permissions, or does not contain an address within its bounds that translates to \( a \); the execution trace from \( s \) to \( s' \) is intra-domain; and \( s \) is valid and in user mode; then the memory at \( a \) in \( s' \) is the same as in \( s \).

The memory does not change during execution steps that yield the execution, so we define the same property for traces that are intra-domain except for the last step, which yields the execution to another domain. For the invariance of memory tags and special registers we define similar properties.

D. Isolating a user space compartment

Finally, we consider a simple compartmentalisation scenario, where a compartment is isolated from the rest of the program. Isolation here means that the compartment can only access its own region of memory, it cannot access any special registers, and when it yields the execution it can jump only to a restricted set of addresses. CHERRI only guarantees this if the compartment is set up correctly. The definition below states the required assumptions in detail. Due to space limitations we describe auxiliary definitions only in prose.

Definition 7 (Isolation assumptions). Let \( \text{addr}s \) be the set of virtual addresses that we grant to the compartment, \( \text{types} \) the set of object types we grant to the compartment, and \( s \) an arbitrary state. Then the following defines when \( s \) can be used as a starting state for the compartment.

\[
\begin{align*}
1 & \text{IsolatedState addr}s \text{ types } s \text{ is defined as} \\
2 & \text{CapabilityAligned addr}s \\
3 & \text{and NoSystemRegisterAccess addr}s \text{ types } s \\
4 & \text{and ContainedCapBounds addr}s \text{ types } s \\
5 & \text{and ContainedObjectType} \text{addr}s \text{ types } s \\
6 & \text{and InvokableCapsNotUsable addr}s \text{ types } s \\
7 & \text{and not AccessToCU0 } s \\
8 & \text{and not KernelMode } s \\
9 & \text{and StateIsValid } s
\end{align*}
\]

Line 2 requires that \( \text{addr}s \) is capability aligned. This means that for every \( a \) and \( a' \) within the same capability (only differing in their last 5 bits) either both or neither are in \( \text{addr}s \).

Our aim is then to require that each unsealed capability the compartment can reach (according to Definition 4) does not have authority outside the virtual addresses \( \text{addr}s \) and types \( \text{types} \) that we granted to the compartment. We could directly assume this, but the inductive definition of reachable capabilities is difficult to work with. Instead, we overapproximate the authority of unsealed, reachable capabilities. First, consider the set \( \text{grantedCaps} \) of capabilities that we granted to the compartment, consisting of the program counter capability (PCC), the capability in the MIPS branch slot (if there is one), capabilities in normal capability registers, capabilities in the special registers 0 and 1 (DDC and TLSC), and the capabilities in the physical region of memory that correspond to the virtual addresses \( \text{addr}s \). From that set, we take each capability whose authority can be used by the compartment, namely each capability that has a tag, and that is either unsealed, or sealed with an object type in \( \text{types} \). The resulting set, \( \text{grantedAuth} \), is the overapproximation (the following lines do not claim that, but we prove it as part of Theorem 12). Line 3 requires that capabilities in \( \text{grantedAuth} \) do not have the permission to access system registers; Line 4 requires that the bounds of capabilities in \( \text{grantedAuth} \) with permission to access memory are contained in \( \text{addr}s \); and Line 5 requires that capabilities in \( \text{grantedAuth} \) with permission to seal or unseal have authority only to object types in \( \text{types} \) (a capability has authority to an 18-bit object type \( t \) if the unsigned extension of \( t \) to a 64-bit virtual address lies within its bounds). Line 6 is an assumption on the capabilities that the compartment can invoke. The compartment can invoke any capability in \( \text{grantedCaps} \) that has a tag and that has the \( \text{PermitCCall} \) permission. The assumption requires that these capabilities are sealed and that their object type is not contained in \( \text{types} \). This ensures that the compartment cannot directly use the authority of these capabilities. Finally, Line 7 requires that \( s \) does not have access to coprocessor 0, Line 8 requires that is is not in kernel mode, and Line 9 requires that \( s \) is a valid state.

We now define what isolation means in our scenario.

Definition 8 (Isolation guarantees). Let \( \text{addr}s \), \( \text{types} \), and \( s \) be as in the previous definition, and let \( s' \) be a state. The following describes the guarantees that one expects if a compartment starts in \( s \) and has yielded the execution in \( s' \).

1  \text{IsolationGuarantees addr}s \text{ types } s' \text{ is defined as} \\
2  \text{Base (PCC } s' \text{) + PC } s' \\
3  \in \text{ExceptionPCs} \cup \text{InvokableAddresses} \text{ addr } s \\
4  \text{and for all } a. \\
5  \text{if not } a \in \text{TranslateAddresses} \text{ addr Store } s \\
6  \text{then MemData } s' a = \text{MemData } s a \\
7  \text{and MemTag } s' (\text{GetCapAddress } a) = \\
8  \text{MemTag } s (\text{GetCapAddress } a) \\
9  \text{and for all } r. \\
10  \text{if } r \neq 0 \text{ and } r \neq 1 \text{ and } r \neq 31 \\
11  \text{then SpecialCapReg } s' r = \text{SpecialCapReg } s r
\]

Lines 2–3 limit the exit points of the compartment. They state that the address of the next instruction in \( s' \) (given by the base of the PCC plus the PC) is either an exception handler entry address (CHERRI-MIPS has a fixed set of these) or an address that one of the invokable capabilities point to.

Lines 4–8 state that the memory that is not granted to the compartment remained unchanged. More precisely, if the physical address \( a \) is not a translation of a virtual address in \( \text{addr}s \) (Line 5), then the memory value at \( a \) in \( s' \) is still the same as it was in \( s \) (Line 6), and the tag of the 32-byte region that \( a \) belongs to is still the same (Lines 7–8).

Finally, Lines 9–11 state that the special registers stayed the same, except for registers 0, 1, and 31 (DDC, TLSC, and EPCC). The DDC and TLSC are always accessible, while the EPCC is overwritten if the compartment raises a hardware exception.
The property below precisely defines when CHERI offers the isolation guarantees.

**Property 9** (Compartment isolation). An ISA semantics $sem$ satisfies this property if the following holds. Assume $s$ is a state that satisfies the assumptions we defined before (Line 3). Consider an execution trace consisting of a prefix $trace$ that is intra-domain, meaning none of its steps yield the execution (Line 4), and a final step that does yield the execution (Line 5). Let $s'$ be the state after the latter (Line 6). Then the property requires that the above isolation guarantees hold in $s'$ (Line 7).

1. CompartmentIsolation $sem$ is defined as
2. for all addr types $s s'$ trace step.
3. if IsolatedState addr types $s$
4. and IntraDomainTrace $trace$
5. and SwitchesDomain step
6. and $s' \in$ FutureStates $sem s$ (trace; step)
7. then IsolationGuarantees addr types $s s'$

V. PROVING THE ARCHITECTURAL SECURITY PROPERTIES

Mathematical proof can give much higher confidence than traditional testing-based methods, because it considers every possible corner case, not just those exercised by the tests. This is especially important for security properties. However, there are three challenges in proving security properties for production-scale architectures. The first is that architectures contain many low-level details that are easy to miss, so checking a paper proof by hand would be unusably error-prone. To solve this we mechanised all our proofs in Isabelle [36], an interactive theorem prover. Such tools (Isabelle, Coq, HOL4, and others) let one write proof scripts – instructions for how to construct a proof, combining automated and manual reasoning – and the machine checks that they do construct valid proofs. To minimise the trusted computing base (TCB) Isabelle has an LCF-style inference kernel [40]: proof scripts generate a series of simple inference steps that are checked by a small kernel. Because we use the Isabelle export of the L3 model as the definition of CHERI-MIPS, our TCB consists only of this L3-to-Isabelle translation and the Isabelle kernel. This gives very high assurance that the proved statements are indeed true in the L3 definition of CHERI-MIPS (the user also has to read and understand the statements, of course).

The second challenge is the scale of the proof development. Production-scale architecture specifications are large, and any part of the architecture could potentially break security properties, even if it does not directly interact with the security mechanisms. For example, in CHERI-MIPS, the majority of the 180-odd instructions do not interact with capabilities, but could still break the properties of §IV. To solve this challenge we developed automated proof methods, tailored to L3 specifications, that reduce the need for manual proof scripts. We used Eisbach [41], an extension of Isabelle’s proof language, for these. Our custom tactics can automatically prove the security properties for most CHERI-MIPS instructions that do not directly interact with the capability mechanisms, and significantly simplify the proofs for the others.

The third challenge is that architectures keep evolving. As a research architecture, CHERI has evolved rapidly, but industrial architectures such as Intel 64/IA-32 and ARMv8-A do too, with new versions every six months or so. It would be infeasible to continuously re-check whether a manual proof still holds for updated versions of the architecture, but automated theorem provers can do this automatically, and will point out any places where the proof fails. Our automatic proof tactics are somewhat resilient to changes in the model. To further reduce the effort needed to change our proofs we use python scripts to generate the statements and proofs of many lemmas. The Isabelle LCF-style kernel means that these scripts are not part of our TCB.

We finished the proof of our first variant of monotonicity of reachable capabilities in October 2016 and since then have rerun the proof regularly on new versions of the L3 model. In our experience the effort needed to adapt our proofs to changes in the ISA were reasonable. Some changes caused us to invent new properties, for example the introduction of capability invocation; and other changes involved refactoring properties and proofs, for example when capability registers were split into normal and special registers; but for most changes we only needed to update the scripts that auto-generate the majority of our proofs. This did need prover expertise, though.

All this made it possible to integrate our proofs in the CHERI-MIPS design process.

**Theorem 10.** The L3 model of the CHERI-MIPS ISA satisfies the properties defined or mentioned in §IV-B, namely properties about execution, loading and storing data, loading, storing, restricting, sealing, unsealing and invoking capabilities, accessing system registers, and exceptions; and invariants about memory values, tags, valid states, CP0-access, kernel mode and address translation.

**Theorem 11.** Any semantics that satisfies the security properties defined in §IV-B, satisfies reachable capability monotonicity (Property 5), the intra-domain memory invariant (Property 6), and the other properties mentioned in §IV-C.

Together with Theorem 10 this shows that CHERI-MIPS satisfies the properties we defined in §IV-C.

**Theorem 12.** Any semantics that satisfies the security properties defined in §IV-B, satisfies the property about compartment isolation (Property 9).

The entire proof development is 33k lines of Isabelle/HOL, of which 16k lines are generated. Checking the proof in Isabelle takes 25 minutes on a 16GB Intel i7-2600.

VI. BUGS FOUND BY PROOF WORK

The point of our proof is to provide assurance that the properties hold of the CHERI-MIPS architecture, not merely to find some bugs, but, unsurprisingly, we did find some along the way. CHERI-MIPS was already reasonably mature when we started the proof, so these are not very numerous – but each could lead to security vulnerabilities, and it is instructive.
to see what can remain, even in a carefully considered and reviewed design, without proof.

- The CLC instruction loads a capability \( cap \) if the capability \( cap' \) that is used as authority has the PermitLoadCapability permission. If \( cap' \) does not have that permission, the instruction still loads the byte representation of \( cap \), but without its tag. This does not violate our property about loading capabilities, but it does violate our property about loading data, as CLC loads from the memory without checking the PermitLoad permission. This bug was in the architecture document and the L3 model.

- Legacy MIPS stores allowed writing one byte past the region of memory the code had permission to, and, if the code had access to the end of the address space, stores could write to the beginning of the address space. (In L3)

- In some cases, unaligned MIPS loads allowed loading from a region of memory without permission. (In the L3 model and the Bluespec hardware implementation.)

- The CBuildCap instruction created a capability with the wrong base. (In L3)

- Exception return (ERET) could access a system register (the EPCC) without permission. (In L3)

- The CCallFast instruction, which invokes capabilities, exposed the unsealed code capability, breaking isolation between compartments that can invoke each other’s capabilities. (In L3)

We also found counter-intuitive behaviour that led to the discovery of a vulnerability in CheriBSD, allowing a leak of an unsealed data capability. Throwing an exception just after performing a “CCallFast” gave the exception handler access to the unsealed data capability. By registering a signal handler to deal with segfaults and triggering a segfault in the delay slot of CCallFast, the signal handler could obtain the unsealed data capability of another protection domain and use it to access memory. One could conceivably fix this in CheriBSD, but correct code would be harder to write and understand, so we removed the CCallFast delay slot.

VII. Transition from L3 to Sail

In another aspect of formal engineering maintenance, we are in the process of shifting our ISA specifications from L3 to Sail [33], the design of which has been informed by our experience with L3. Sail generates emulators in OCaml and C, as well as theorem prover definitions for Isabelle/HOL, HOL4, and Coq, and Sail definitions can be integrated with multicore relaxed memory models. Sail models include CHERI-MIPS (ported from the L3 model and included in the CHERI architecture document [6]), a complete ISA semantics for ARMv8-A (automatically derived from the Arm-internal definition), and new hand-written models for RISC-V and CHERI-RISC-V. In ongoing and future work (not part of the contribution of this paper) we aim to uniformly prove security properties of multiple realisations of CHERI for different base architectures; we have already established a version of intra-instruction capability monotonicity for Sail CHERI-MIPS.

VIII. Related work

In terms of formalising full-scale ISA definitions, using them in mainstream engineering, and proving security properties of them, the closest related work is Reid et al.’s within Arm, shifting essentially the entire ARMv8-M and ARMv8-A sequential ISA specifications from pseudocode to machine-readable definitions, which are now used for documentation and hardware verification [42], [29], [43]. These specifications are 10x or more larger, and much more complex, than CHERI-MIPS. For ARMv8-M, he formalised 59 properties about the ISA, based on prose statements in the architecture document, and used an SMT model-checking approach to verify that they hold [44]. Some of these properties are security-relevant, but they are much more specific than the whole-architecture properties we consider, which are strong enough to prove a use case correct (Property 9). On the other hand, his SMT approach is largely automated, while our proofs require theorem-proving expertise. In earlier work we proved correctness of an abstraction of address translation w.r.t. the Sail version of this ARMv8-A model [33].

Schwarz and Dam [45] use the HOL4 interactive theorem prover to verify noninterference properties of MIPS and a fragment of ARMv7, showing that the contents of privileged registers do not have observable effects during user-mode execution. These properties are certainly necessary, but are not by themselves strong enough to prove the correctness of use cases.

Turning to security properties for capability systems, the closest related work is by Skorstenggaard et al. [46]. Our properties give an upper bound on what (untrusted) code can do until it yields the execution, but their capability safety result also allows reasoning about intermingled trusted and untrusted execution. They use it to prove that a certain calling convention guarantees control-flow correctness and encapsulation of local state. This is a stronger result than ours, but it is w.r.t. an idealised capability machine, inspired by CHERI but much simpler, rather than a complete ISA; their security properties are defined in terms of a step-indexed Kripke logical relation, which is hard to understand for practitioners; and their proofs are not mechanised. Ideally one would combine the two.

De Amorim et al. [47], [48] prove that their PUMP [49], [50] architecture, supporting multiple hardware security policies, correctly implements a memory safety policy. This is mechanised, but for an idealised PUMP, not a full ISA.

To reason about confidentiality in x86 SGX enclave programs, Sinha et al. [51] extend BAP [52] with a model of the SGX instructions, mapped into BoogiePL [53], but they do not discuss validation of this model, or its relationship with the complex x86 system semantics.

Ferraiuolo et al. [54] describe a RISC-V-based processor implementation that enforces secure information flow, including controlled timing channels, established using a security-typed hardware description language. Zagieboylo et al. [55] discuss an ISA for this and non-mechanised proofs, albeit somewhat idealised.
There is a very extensive literature discussing capabilities, access control, and information flow control in general, both informally and formally, dating back to the 1960s. We situate CHERI in that context in [6, Ch. 11]; space precludes detailed discussion here. In the context of software capability systems, Doerrie [56, Ch. 12] illustrates the need for proof mechanisation, identifying flaws in an earlier pen-and-paper proof of confinement for an idealised capability machine [57]. Their “proof that the potential access of the system is attenuating” is broadly similar to our Property 5 Reachable capability monotonicity. Murray et al. [58] give a mechanised proof of information flow properties for seL4.

Leaving security aside, there is extensive work on formal ISA modelling for hardware verification, e.g. for x86 in ACL2 [59], [60], in Coq [61], for RISC-V [62], and for Arm [29].
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Appendix

In §IV we defined the properties about restricting capabilities (Property 2) and storing data (Property 3). In this appendix we define some of the additional properties needed, all of which have been established by our proof (Theorem 10).

The property for storing capabilities is similar to that for storing data, requiring both the PermitStore and the PermitStoreCapability permissions, and describing the capability flow:

Property 13 (Storing capabilities). A semantics $sem$ satisfies this property if the following holds. Assume $s$ is a valid state (Line 3), consider an execution step from state $s$ to $s'$ with the intention to keep the domain and perform a number of actions (Line 4), and assume that $StoreCapAction auth r a$ is one of those (Line 5). The property then requires the capability used as authority has a tag (Line 6), is unsealed (Line 7), and has PermitStore and PermitStoreCapability permissions (Line 8–9); that the addresses of the capability-sized segment are all translations of virtual addresses that the capability has authority to (Line 10); and that the capability in the memory of the resulting state equals the capability in the source register in the original state (Line 13).

```latex
1 StoreCapProp sem is defined as
2 for all $s s'$ actions auth r a.
3 if StateIsValid s
4 and (KeepDomain actions, $s'$) $\in$ sem s
5 and StoreCapAction auth r a $\in$ actions
6 then Tag (CapReg s auth)
7 and not IsSealed (CapReg s auth)
8 and PermitStore (CapReg s auth)
9 and PermitStoreCapability (CapReg s auth)
10 and MemSegment (ExtendCapAddress a) 32
11 $\subseteq$ TranslateAddresses (CapBounds (CapReg s auth))
12 Store s
13 and MemCap $s' a = NormalCapReg s r$
```

The properties about sealing capabilities are the analogue of the above. Then there are two security properties that are
not linked to performing a specific action, but to the execute and access-system-register permissions. The first describes the authority the PCC must have if an action was performed without raising an exception:

**Property 15** (Executing). A semantics \( \text{sem} \) satisfies this property if the following holds. Assume \( s \) is a valid state (Line 3), consider an execution step from state \( s \) to \( s' \) (Line 4), assume that no exception was raised (Line 5), and assume that if the domain was kept, at least one action was performed (Line 6, note that \( \emptyset \) denotes the empty set). The property then requires that the PCC has a tag (Line 7), is unsealed (Line 8), has the \text{PermitExecute} permission (Line 9), and that the address of the next instruction lies within its bounds (Line 10).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ExecuteProp} \ & \text{sem is defined as} \\
& \text{for all } s \ s' \text{ step,} \\
& \quad \text{if StateIsValid } s \\
& \quad \quad \text{and } (\text{step}, s') \in \text{sem } s \\
& \quad \quad \text{and } \text{step } \neq \text{SwitchDomain} \text{RaiseException} \\
& \quad \quad \text{and } \text{step } \neq \text{KeepDomain} \emptyset \\
& \quad \quad \text{then } \text{Tag} (\text{PCC } s) \\
& \quad \quad \quad \text{and not IsSealed } (\text{PCC } s) \\
& \quad \quad \quad \text{and } \text{PermitExecute} (\text{PCC } s) \\
& \quad \quad \quad \text{and } \text{Base} (\text{PCC } s) + \text{PC } s \\
& \quad \quad \quad \in \text{CapBounds} (\text{PCC } s)
\end{align*}
\]

The second requires that if \( r \) is a special register (other than the DDC or TLSC) that is the parameter of a performed action, then the PCC must have permission to access system registers (the DDC and TLSC registers are accessible without that permission):

**Property 16** (Special register access). A semantics \( \text{sem} \) satisfies this property if the following holds. Assume \( s \) is a valid state (Line 3), that does not have access to CP0 (Line 4), and that is not in kernel mode (Line 5). Consider an execution step from state \( s \) to \( s' \) that keeps the domain and performs a number of actions (Line 6). Let \( r \) be a register that is not equal to 0 or 1 (respectively the DDC and TLSC, Line 7) and that is a parameter of an action that was performed (Line 8). The property then requires that the PCC has the \text{PermitAccessSystemRegisters} permission (Line 9).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{SpecialRegisterProp} \ & \text{sem is defined as} \\
& \text{for all } s \ s' \text{ actions } r. \\
& \quad \text{if StateIsValid } s \\
& \quad \quad \text{and not AccessToCU0 } s \\
& \quad \quad \text{and not KernelMode } s \\
& \quad \quad \text{and } (\text{KeepDomain} \text{ actions, } s') \in \text{sem } s \\
& \quad \quad \quad \text{and } r \neq 0 \text{ and } r \neq 1 \\
& \quad \quad \quad \text{and exists } \text{action.} \\
& \quad \quad \quad \text{action } \in \text{actions} \\
& \quad \quad \quad \quad \text{and } r \in \text{CapDerivationRegisters} \text{ action} \\
& \quad \quad \quad \quad \text{PermitAccessSystemRegisters \text{(PCC } s)}
\end{align*}
\]

Then there are two invariants about what happens when certain actions are not taken. The auxiliary function \text{CapDerivationTargets} returns the target locations of an action. For example, the target of \text{StoreCapAction auth } r \ a \text{ is the address } a \text{ and the target of } \text{SealCapAction auth } r \ r' \text{ is the register } r'. The first invariant states that the capability at location \( \text{loc} \) (either a register or a virtual address) remains invariant of none of the performed actions has \( \text{loc} \) as their target:

**Property 17** (Capability invariant). A semantics \( \text{sem} \) satisfies this property if the following holds. Assume \( s \) is a valid state (Line 3), consider an execution step from state \( s \) to \( s' \) with the intention to keep the domain and perform a number of actions (Line 4), and assume that none of these actions has the location \( \text{loc} \) as their target (Line 5). The property then requires that the capability at location \( \text{loc} \) in the resulting state equals the capability at \( \text{loc} \) in the original state (Line 8).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{CapabilityInvariant} \ & \text{sem is defined as} \\
& \text{for all } s \ s' \text{ actions loc.} \\
& \quad \text{if StateIsValid } s \\
& \quad \quad \text{and } (\text{KeepDomain} \text{ actions, } s') \in \text{sem } s \\
& \quad \quad \quad \text{and not exists } \text{action.} \\
& \quad \quad \quad \text{action } \in \text{actions} \\
& \quad \quad \quad \quad \text{and } \text{loc } \in \text{CapDerivationTargets} \text{ action} \\
& \quad \quad \quad \quad \text{then } \text{Cap } s' \text{ loc } = \text{ Cap } s \text{ loc}
\end{align*}
\]

The second invariant is very similar: if none of the performed actions has the address \( a \) as their target, then the value at \( a \) in the memory remains invariant. This property is more granular than the capability invariant. For example, if an action changes one byte in the byte representation of a capability, the memory invariant requires that the other 31 bytes of the representation remain unchanged even though the capability (as a whole) changes.

Finally, there are two properties about actions that yield the execution. The first describes capability invocation:

**Property 18** (Invoking capabilities). A semantics \( \text{sem} \) satisfies this property if the following holds. Assume \( s \) is a valid state (Line 3) and consider an execution step from state \( s \) to \( s' \) that invokes a pair of a code and a data capability (Line 4). The property then requires that both code and data capability are valid (Line 8), sealed (Line 9), have the permission to be invoked (Line 10–11), the code capability has the permission to execute (Line 12), but the data capability does not (Line 13), and both capabilities have the same object type (Line 14). Furthermore, it requires that the offset of the code capability is copied to the PC (Line 15), the unsealed code capability is copied to the PCC (Line 16), the MIPS branch slots are cleared (Line 18–19), the unsealed data capability is copied to the IDC (Line 20), all normal registers except register 26 (the IDC) remain unchanged (Line 22), all special registers remain unchanged (Line 26), and the (entire) memory remains unchanged (Line 28).
1. **InvokeCapProp** sem is defined as
   
   ```
   1. for all \( s \) \( s' \) \( r \) \( r' \).
   2. if StatsValid \( s \)
   3. and \((\text{SwitchDomain} (\text{InvokeCapability} r r'), s')\) \( \in \) sem \( s \)
   4. then let codeCap = NormalCapReg \( s \) \( r \) in
   5. let dataCap = NormalCapReg \( s \) \( r' \) in
   6. Tag codeCap and Tag dataCap
   7. and IsSealed codeCap and IsSealed dataCap
   8. and PermitCCall codeCap
   9. and PermitCCall dataCap
   10. and PermitExecute codeCap
   11. and not PermitExecute dataCap
   12. and ObjectType codeCap = ObjectType dataCap
   13. and PC \( s' \) = Offset codeCap
   14. and PCC \( s' \) = codeCap with IsSealed \( \leftarrow \) False,
   15. BranchDelay \( s' \) = None
   16. and BranchDelayPCC \( s' \) = None
   17. and IDC \( s' \) = dataCap with IsSealed \( \leftarrow \) False,
   18. Objectype \( \leftarrow \) 0
   19. and for all \( cb \).
   20. if \( cb \) \( \neq \) 26
   21. then NormalCapReg \( s' \) cb =
   22. NormalCapReg \( cb \)
   23. and for all \( cb \).
   24. SpecialCapReg \( s' \) cb =
   25. SpecialCapReg \( cb \)
   26. and for all \( a \).
   27. Mem \( s' \) a = Mem \( s \) a
   ```

The second describes the effects of a hardware exception:

**Property 19 (Exceptions).** A semantics \( \text{sem} \) satisfies this property if the following holds. Assume \( s \) is a valid state (Line 3) and consider an execution step from state \( s \) to \( s' \) that raises an exception (Line 4). The property then requires that the exception flag is set (Line 5), the address of the next instruction if one of a fixed set of exception entry addresses (Line 6), the KCC is copied to the PCC (Line 7), all the normal capability registers remain unchanged (Line 8), if the exception flag was not already set the PCC is copied to the EPCC (Line 10), the special registers remain unchanged except for the EPCC (Line 13), the (entire) memory remains unchanged (Line 16), and the MIPS branch slots are cleared (Line 17–18).
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